The present article is concerned with the position of the Lithuanian lexical verb on the syntactic tree. As is known, Pollock (1989) postulates the verb raising parameter and examines the differences between a verb raising language like French and a verb non-raising language like English using the position of low adverbs relative to the lexical verb as a criterion. Adverb placement since then has come to be regarded as a powerful diagnostic tool. In addition, by exploring the relation between manner adverbs and stative and eventive verbs, Katz (2003) elaborates on the structure of the syntactic tree immediately above the verb phrase vP/VP and posits the Aspectual Phrase (AspP) as immediately dominating the vP/VP of eventive verbs. The present article examines the verb raising parameter in light of the distributional behaviour of threemanner adverbs: gerai, tvarkingai and visiškai and posits two objectives: to find additional support for the low placement of the Lithuanian lexical verb on the syntactic tree and to examine the area immediately above the verb phrase vP/VP. It is argued 
Within the generative syntactic tradition, the placement and behavior of adverbs in the sentence attracted attention of and was thoroughly explored by, first, Jackendoff (1972) and then Emonds (1976) . The idea of universality being fundamental in the generative tradition, coupled with the fact that the position of the adverb seems to be the most stable of all sentence material led to adverbs coming into the foreground as a diagnostic tool. Frequency and manner adverbs, most notably often and completely, were used by Pollock (1989) to define the verb placement in French and English and thus account for the positional differences of the syntactic material between the two languages. Following these analyses, in his seminal article, Cinque (1999) developed a scale of the positioning of adverbs relative to the lexical verb and divided them into high, or sentence adverbs, and low adverbs, found in (immediate) proximity to the lexical verb. Since then the diagnostics involving adverb placement has been regarded as a reliable test in determining the position of the verb on the syntactic tree.
For Lithuanian, Korostenskaja (2014) provided evidence favouring the low placement of the lexical verb replicating Pollock's tests and conducting a native speakers' acceptability judgment test. This study aims at furthering earlier findings by focusing adverb placement relative to the lexical verb, which has come to be regarded as the most reliable diagnostic tool in determining the position of the verb. The article thus examines corpus data for three low adverbs, gerai 'well', tvarkingai 'carefully' and visiškai 'completely', to ascertain the position of the Lithuanian verb and defines the term adverb as "adverbial modifiers which are morphologically derived from an adjectival base, or are formally identical to adjectives" (Geuder, 2002, p.1) .
Introduction Theoretical Background

Sentence structure in generative syntax
Below the basic composition of a sentence will be presented. Due to scope constraints, only the aspects directly pertaining to the discussion will be highlighted. In the latest versions of generative analysis, the sentence, or, rather, the clause, is represented as a tree depicting its constituent parts as binary branch- 5 ing nodes. The nodes can be either substantive, designating the content parts of the clause, such as the Noun Phrase (NP), the Verb Phrase (VP), the Adjective Phrase (AdjP), the Adverb Phrase (AdvP), or functional, containing the grammatically relevant information, such as the Determiner Phrase (DP), the Prepositional Phrase (PP), the little v phrase (vP) (referring to the causative element of the agentive verbs), the Aspect Phrase (AspP), etc. Each node obligatorily consists of a Head, and may optionally have an optional Specifier and/or Complement. The highest node (Root Node) in the clausal tree is the Complementiser Phrase CP. CP accounts for all types of clauses: finite and non-finite, primary and secondary. The physical manifestation of the complementiser therefore is optional and is determined by the type of the clause. Thus an affirmative simple sentence willconsist of one clause and have a zero complementiser (marked as Ø). The CP node branches into the subject and the predicate, designated as the Determiner Phrase (DP) and the Tense Phrase (TP) respectively. The Tense Phrase contains the grammatically relevant information and stores auxiliaries, modals and, in the case of English, the indefinite particle to. In the so called null subject languages, i.e. those that allow omitting the subject, such as Italian, Spanish, and consequently, Lithuanian, the subject Determiner Phrase DP may be represented by an empty category marked as pro and referred to as the 'little pro' as opposed to the PRO ('big pro') category which is the implied subject in the non-finite embedded clauses. The detailed explanation of this phenomenon goes beyond the scope of the present study, but is thoroughly presented in the relevant literature (e.g., Carnie, 2013; Radford, 2009 This phenomenon will be further illustrated in the relevant section below.
Pollock (1989) on the lexical verb placement in French and English
Pollock sets out by adopting a uniform D-structure for both French and English whereby the verb phrase is optionally modified by a preceding adverb (Pollock, 1989 , p.366):
He argues that the verb-raising rule to I (which is the predecessor of the currently used TP notation), fully applies to French and partly to English. Consequently Pollock splits the I (InflP) into a number of functional nodes, the inventory of which has been a matter of discussion, but TP, the Tense Phrase, has since then been used to replace the I. Pollock shows that, while in French low adverbs like often, always, completely obligatorily follow the verb, in English Pollock demonstrates that in French the verb raises to TP to pick up its tense inflection in declarative sentences while in questions the head T moves to the head C of the complementiser phrase CP, whereas English is shown to be a non-raising language with T lowering to V to give it its inflectional endings, except for copula verbs HAVE, BE, as well as modal verbs with the narrow scope, such as need (Radford, 2009 ). Subsequently this phenomenon was reformulated at taking place either before or after spell-out. Thus French has a strong V-feature and undergoes raising before spell-out, while English has a weak V-feature and raises after spell-out (Chomsky, 1993; 1995) .
The opposition and comparison of the behaviour of finite and non-finite clauses was part of Pollock's (1989) seminal analysis of the lexical verb (VP) placement on the syntactic tree. Pollock examined French and English verb placement by conducting a series of diagnostic tests on the use of yes/no questions, quantifiers, non-finite clauses and adverb placement. He concluded that, while the French lexical verb undergoes raising to TP and CP, in English, the verb stays in situ, or, using subsequent analyses, undergoes raising after spell-out. Over time the adverb placement test came to be regarded as the most reliable one. Pollock's study gave rise to numerous discussions and further explorations of nominal and verbal properties, while his methodology was reapplied to other languages, Spanish, Russian and Icelandic in particular.
Cinque's high and low adverbs
Extending seminal adverb-related research by Jackendoff (1972) , Emonds (1978) and Pollock (1989) , Cinque (1999) (6): 6) Peter left the university temporarily.
As Katz states, temporarily in the example above does not merely refer to the act of leaving; but rather characterizes theentire situation of Peter's non-attendance of the university. Given the fact that the adverb scopes over a greater domain than that of the verb, it is logical to conclude that the manner adverb then must adjoin at a higher functional projection than the verb group VP, hence AspP.
The proposed approach
For Lithuanian, Korostenskaja (2014) replicated Pollock's (1989) tests and examined native speakers' responses to analogous structures arguing that the Lithuanian lexical verb is placed low on the syntactic tree. Following research by Svenonius (2004) and Dyakonova (2009) , she also raised the question of the place of attachment of the adverb to the verb. The present article seeks to examine corpus data for the low placement of the verb by looking at the distributional behaviour of three manner adverbs as found in the Contemporary Corpus of the Lithuanian Language. The adverbs are gerai 'well', tvarkingai 'accurately', and visiškai 'completely'. Below the rationale behind choosing these particular adverbs is briefly presented.
Gerai, unlike the other two adverbs, combines both with eventive and stative verbs: Tom completely deliberately pref-do-3p.PAST door-f.sg.ACC 'Tom deliberately closed the door well'.
As can be seen, unlike examples (a-b), where in non-emotive contexts gerai preceding tyčia is ruled out. In examplesc-d, however, both sentences are grammatical but have different meanings: in (c) the deliberate act is that of closing the door completely; while in (d) visiškai 'completely'only scopes over tyčia, hence the deliberateness of the action rather than the action itself.
The fundamental premise is adopted, i.e., in neutral (non-focused) contexts, adverbs have fixed positions. The working hypothesis is that, if manner adverbs, which are regarded to be positioned the closest to the left VP-boundary, are more frequently used in pre-verbal position in neutral contexts, the Lithuanian lexical verb is indeed placed low on the syntactic tree and therefore behaves like English in this respect. Another goal is to see whether the eventuality component is present in the verbs modified by the selected manner adverbs. If the verbs prove to be eventive, it will be possible to combine both facts to establish the the relative order of the relevant projections on the syntactic tree.
The corpus study
The Contemporary Corpus of the Lithuanian Languages (CCLL) is comprised of five large subcorpora, each devoted to a particular language type: fiction, non-fiction, administrative literature, journalistic prose, and spoken language. In processing the data, both quantitative and qualitative methods were applied. First the database featuring the environment in which the relevant items are encountered was compiled. For the purposes of the study, 500 instances in each register were collected with the maximum possible number of examples per adverb being 2500. This was not always the case, however, since the registers did not always contain as many as 500 instances. In the latter case, as many instances of a particular register were collected as were available. As regards geraiin particular, the administrative language subcorpus stored instances in which the adverb was almost exclusively used in appositive structures to express agreement and hence did not qualify for the present selection. Consequently, data on gerai were collected from the remaining four subcorpora. In this way, the original compilation contained 2000 instances of gerai, 760 instances of tvarkingai and 2251 instances of visiškai with the total corpus size of 25143, 12238, and 37373 words respectively. The collected instances were then processed manually. The first criterion applied was ascertaining that the relevant items collected belonged to the class of adverbs. Thus homonymic instances in which the relevant form represented a different part of speech, e.g. tvarkingai turning out to be not a manner adverb, but a Dative feminine singular form of the adjective 'tvarkinga', were eliminated. Another major filter applied was ascertaining that there were no repeating instances. Whenever repeating instances were identified (e.g., in cases when the same construction was to be found in several registers, e.g., publicist and administrative), they were excluded from subsequent count and analysis. The recurrent constructions were preserved, however, in cases when other environment observable in the corpus was different. The manual processing stage also revealed the need to apply a finer grained filtering of data and eliminate instances which fell under either of the categories listed below: a) copula-adverb instances, e.g., '...yra gerai' were excluded. The reasoning behind this is that, as has already been stated, copulas and auxiliaries are to be found at the TP rather than the VP level. Due to the fact that such instances could not reveal the position of the lexical verb, they were redundant. To illustrate the difference, a simplified tree for the simple clause Viskas bus gerai 'Everything will be fine' is presented below:
Whenever repeating instances were identified (e.g., in cases when the same construction was to be found in several registers, e.g., publicist and administrative), they were excluded from subsequent count and analysis. The recurrent constructions were preserved, however, in cases when other environment observable in the corpus was different.The manual processing stage also revealed the need to apply a finer grained filtering of data and eliminate instances which fell under either of the categories listed below: a) copula-adverb instances, e.g., "...yra gerai" were excluded. The reasoning behind this is that, as has already been stated, copulas and auxiliaries are to be found at the TP rather than the VP level. Due to the fact that such instances could not reveal the position of the lexical verb, they were redundant. To illustrate the difference, a simplified tree for the simple clause Viskas bus gerai 'Everything will be fine' is presented below: 9) b) whenever identifiable, e.g., through punctuation, instances of adverbs appearing in focus positions were excluded. This is a relevant methodological consideration, especially given the freedom of Lithuanian word order. Nevertheless, it is believed that the diversity of word orders may conveniently fall into one of the many categories (such as scrambling, stylistic fronting, focus position, etc.) within the framework of the UG accounting for the deviations from the underlyingly uniform word order.The present approach proceeds from Baker's idea that non-configurational languages may underlyingly have "a perfectly configurational structure" (Baker, b) whenever identifiable, e.g., through punctuation, instances of adverbs appearing in focus positions were excluded. This is a relevant methodological consideration, especially given the freedom of Lithuanian word order. Nevertheless, it is believed that the diversity of word orders may conveniently fall into one of the many categories (such as scrambling, stylistic fronting, focus position, etc.) within the framework of the UG accounting for the deviations from the underlyingly uniform word order. The present approach proceeds from Baker's idea that non-configurational languages may underlyingly have "a perfectly configurational structure" (Baker, 2001 , p.418; see also Webelhuth, 1992 ) with all other permutations deriving due to Merge and Move operations. It is consequently assumed that Lithuanian is an SVO language (Geniušienė, 2007 ; cf. Ambrazas et.al., 2006) and, following Pollock (1989) , Cinque (1999) and others, that the position of the adverb is at the left VP-boundary.
It must be mentioned in this respect that, on the other hand, instances in which the relevant adverb did not appear in immediate proximity to the lexical verb, but waspart of a coordinating structure joined by a coordinating conjunction ir/arba/bet 'and/or/but' were included into further analysis on the grounds that coordinating structures are regarded as equipotent constituents, hence the fact that the other item was at the left VP-boundary served as a proof that the preceding coordinating item enjoys the same status.
c) only combinations where the adverb was part of a verb phrase were considered. Henceparticipial forms with a modifying adverb which served as an attribute to the noun and consequently on formal grounds could be interpreted as part of the noun phrase (Carnie, 2013) , were excluded from the present analysis in order to preserve and prioritise the verbal component. It is to be noted, however, that in all instances of this type, the expected Adverb-Participle pattern was observable. Thus, a phrase like gerai sušukuotas vaikas 'a well-combed child' was not taken to the analysis stage since, although formed froma verb, in this particular grammatical structure, sušukuo-tas 'combed' functions as an adjective as illustrated in the tree below:
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c) only combinations where the adverb was part of a verb phrase were considered. Henceparticipial forms with a modifying adverb which served as an attribute to the noun and consequently on formal grounds could be interpreted as part of the noun phrase (Carnie, 2013) , were excluded from the present analysis in order to preserve and prioritise the verbal component. It is to be noted, however, that in all instances of this type, the expected Adverb-Participle pattern was observable.Thus, a phrase like gerai sušukuotas vaikas'a well-combed child' was not taken to the analysis stage since, although formed froma verb, in this particular grammatical structure, sušukuotas'combed'functions as an adjective as illustrated in the tree below: 10) The same applied to participial forms found in postposition to the noun, e.g.: 11 ) pirkliai, gerai pažįstantys upių kelius merchants-pl.NOM well know-PTCPL.pl.NOM riverspl.GEN ways-pl.ACC
'merchants well-acquainted with riverways'.
It should be emphasized, however, that in all these instances, manually withdrawn from analysis to sustain methodological clarity and consistency, not a
10)
The same applied to participial forms found in postposition to the noun, e.g.: 11) pirkliai, gerai pažįstantys upių kelius merchants-pl.NOM well know-PTCPL.pl.NOM rivers-pl.GEN ways-pl.ACC 'merchants well-acquainted with riverways'.
It should be emphasized, however, that in all these instances, manually withdrawn from analysis to sustain methodological clarity and consistency, not a single instance was identified that would have a non-adverb>participle order. The participial forms which did not form the noun phrase, e.g., in the case when the participle was used without the noun thereby structurally prioritising its verbal component, were included into analysis.
Respectively, a sentence like 12) below
12) Jis yra gerai sušukuotas
He be-3p.PRES well pref-comb-m.sg.PTCPL 'He is well-combed'.
does meet the selectional criteria and will be considered in further analysis. The simplified tree is as follows:
included into analysis.
Respectively, a sentence like12) below 12) Jis yra gerai sušukuotas He be-3p.PRES well pref-comb-m.sg.PTCPL 'He is well-combed '. does meet the selectional criteria and will be considered in further analysis. The simplified tree is as follows: 13) Likewise, instances in which the relevant adverb modified an adjective were excluded from analysis. d) Incomplete instances were excluded from analysis. These wre characterised by the absence of either of the following: 1) a physically manifest auxiliary whose presence was otherwise implied by the grammatical structure of the predicate group, as in 14) below: 14 As can be seen from the examples above, the adverb visiškai/completely can appear in both pre-Aux (pre-modal) and pre-verb position, but with a difference in the meaning conveyed, evoked by scope relations. Thus when the adverb appears before the lexical verb, it has the meaning of "completely", but when it appears before the modal, which is regarded to occupy the same place as the auxiliary on the syntactic tree, it conveys the meaning of "at all". While closer analysis of this fact goes beyond the scope of the present paper, on the basis of these examples, it may be suggested that, at least in some cases, the adverb visiškai behaves like a polarity item, with the environment stipulated not only by the presence or absence of the negation, but also the placement of the adverb relative to the verb and ultimately, the issue of V-and TP-adjunction. Preliminarily it may be stated that the meaning of visiškai is affected by a) point of adjunction, and 2) focus structure. For the present purposes, all negative sentences with the adverb visiškai were manually checked for meaning and those sentences in which the adverb had the meaning of "at all", were excluded, with the number of relevant instances reduced from 968 to 653.
Thus, whenever the meaning 'completely' was encountered in the negative sentence, the sentence was retained. The example below illustrates one such case: Finally, passive voice instances were treated as their respective active counterparts.
The difference between structures containing auxiliaries (which are followed by an infinitival, hence non-finite, form) as opposed to structures containing non-finite verb forms per se deserves special mention. Within the generative approach, these are argues to have different structures. Consider, for example, the following pair of sentences:
18) a) <…>jie galės visiškai pasišvęsti Viešpačiui...
They can-FUT completely pref-si-celebrate-INF Lord 'They will be able to completely dedicate themselves to the Lord'.
b) <…>Jie…išmoks visiškai pasišvęsti Kristaus Kūno tarnybai…
They pref-learn-FUT completely pref-si-celebrate-INF Christ-GEN Body-m.sg.GEN service-f.sg.DAT They will learn how to completely dedicate themselves to the servicein the body of Christ...
As has been mentioned before, modals and auxiliaries are positioned at the TP level, while lexical verbs, illustrated here by the verb išmoks, are placed at the VP level. Within the generative tradition, the infinitival construction like the one under analysis,is to be interpreted as another CP taking the position of the object of the preceding VP and taking a null pronominal subject marked as PRO. With this in mind, the relevant simplified tree structures for the examples above will look as follows:
In this section, we discuss the findings for each adverb analysed. Since the main issue is whether the lexical verb regularly precedes the adverb, in other words, whether the lexical verb can raise past the low adverb, the main criterion is whether the adverb precedes or follows the verb. For this purpose the data contained in the tables that follow are divided into two large groups: two-component combinations, containing the verb and the adverb, and three-component combinations. Each class is further subdivided according to the lexical verb form: either the finite form (marked as V), or the non-finite form (marked as NF). Three-component combinations are classified according to the type of the third component into: a) those involving an auxiliary (marked as AUX in the table) and b) those involving a particular lexical item (a noun, e.g., noras 'wish', an adjective, e.g. svarbu 'important', būtina 'necessary', or another lexical verb, such as like pradėti 'begin', padėti 'help'; stengtis' try', išmokti 'learn') which induces the non-finite form of the relevant lexical verb. In all the tables, the number of instances encountered as well as the relevant percentages within the subclass (e.g., Adv, V), or relative to the entire collection of items are provided. The number in parenthesis stands for the number of occurrences within the relevant subgroup. Since we are primarily interested in how regularly the adverb precedes the lexical verb, i.e., whether the lexical verb remains in its base position, 
Discussion
In this section, we discuss the findings for each adverb analysed. Since the main issue is whether the the position of the adverb to the verb and, when relevant, the auxiliary. Bearing in mind Pollock's analysis of finite and non-finite clauses, and the fact that non-finite verb forms may be evoked by composite structures where the "trigger", i.e. the element inducing non-finite verb form, may itself be of both verbal and non-verbal nature,the following orders were identified: under analysis,is to be interpreted as another CP taking the position of the object of the preceding VP and taking a null pronominal subject marked as PRO.With this in mind, the relevant simplified tree structures for the examples above will look as follows:
19) a) b)
Discussion
In this section, we discuss the findings for each adverb analysed. Since the main issue is whether the a) b) 19)
the columns containing the uninterrupted adverb>verb order are shaded grey.
The data for the three adverbs are summarised inTables 1-3 (see Appendix). Special mention should be made of verb>adverb combinations containing the adverb gerai. Out of 192 instances with the order verb>adverb, 107 instances contained forms of the copula būti BE as their verbal component and hence were not relevant for the discussion. Therefore, Table 1 accounts for the remaining 85 instances with the verb>adverb order contained the lexical verb as their verbal component.
As regards the overall distribution of the adverbs in question relative to the verb, the position with the adverb preceding the lexical verb is the prevailing one for all the three adverbs. The percentage for the uninterrupted adverb>verb order across all types shaded grey is 89.3 % for gerai (864 instances), 75.6 % for tvarkingai (430 instances) and 94.6 % for visiškai (618 instances). This suggests that the verb does not usually raise past manner adverbs.
As regards the verb>adverb order, while not entirely ruled out, it is used far less often than structures with the verb following the adverb. Thus, there are 97 instances of gerai, 135 instances of tvarkingai and as few as 19 instances of visiškai, hence 10 %, 23.7 % and 2.9 % respectively. The fact that the occurrence of gerai in post-position to the adverb is relatively low and even lower than that of tvarkingai is interesting as gerai then does not seem to possess the feature It should also be noted that, whenever there is a word order different from the canonical-(Aux) Adv V, it is not so much the relative placement of the adverb and the verb, but the position of he auxiliary and the underspecified element marked as X that causes diversity.
A question may arise: since auxiliary verbs are to be located under TP rather than VP, why do manner adverbs, albeit rarely, still precede them? There have been at least two main solutions proposed. First, there is an idea expressed that the ordering has been changed due to the scrambling phenomenon (which in languages with free word order can induce significant changes to the layout of constituents without changing the meaning of the sentence) (Anagnosto- To summarize the findings so far: manner adverbs regularly precede the lexical verb, which points to the fact that the Lithuanian verb resides low on the syntactic tree. Manual processing of entries has also revealed that the majority of verbs used with the manner adverbs in question are eventive. Therefore the second question of the exact place of adjunction of the manner adverb to the verb needs to be addressed.
Finalising AspP
In her analysis of the Russian verb, Dyakonova (2009) In Lithuanian, all prefixed verbs convey an idea of an action attaining a certain state (Ambrazas et.al., 2006) . With all the diversity of resultative prefixes in Lithuanian, there is also one prefix contributing progressive reading, albeit confined to the indicative non-finite verb forms or the subjunctive -be-:
On the basis of these morphosyntactic properties of the Lithuanian verb it would be natural to assume that the prefix fills an aspectual head on the syntactic tree and hence is immediately above the verb group, as demonstrated for the verb form pamilo, 'fell in love', from example (21 c) in (23) ll prefixed verbs convey an idea of an a certain state (Ambrazas et.al., the diversity of resultative prefixes in e is also one prefix contributing ing, albeit confined to the indicative orms or the subjunctive -be-:
-is e-Pr.Ptcpl-m.NOM g' the prefix fills an aspectual head on the syntactic tree and hence is immediately above the verb group, as demonstrated for the verb form pamilo, 'fell in love', from example (21 c) in (23) below:
23)
This fact ultimately leads to the idea that the Lithuanian prefixed verb is to be regarded as a complex morphosyntactic unit which extends beyond the limits of the vP while manner adverbs to adjoin to AspP on the syntactic tree.
Conclusions
The present article has shown that low manner adverbs generally precede lexical verbs in Lithuanian. Variations in the ordering are relatively scarce and suggest that the verb raising past these adverbs is of a degraded status and takes place only under certain conditions, such as focus position in the sentence. Following Cinque's (1999) analysis, the results demonstrate that pre-verbal manner adverbs mark the VP-left boundary. On the other hand, manner adverbs impose aspectual restrictions on the type of the verb they modify and in most cases the verb has to be eventive, which suggests that the Aspect phrase has to be present on the syntactic tree. Given the morphosyntactic properties of the Lithuanian verb, it has been argued that manner adverbs adjoin to the Aspect Phrase located immediately above the verb.
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